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Spot Codes



RSS, Blogs, Wikis, Aggregrators, Tags, Furl, 
Del.icio.us, Flickr



Millennial Generation







The Case for Community:  Exploring 
the power of community as a learning 
environment

Community Defined: 

“the power of all of us”



The Tipping Point



Communities are networks.

What happens when we link people 
together in networks (communities)?

-access to information and ideas

-productivity

-creativity

-innovation



Flickr Graph

Connectors Mavens

the strength of weak ties…



Can we create community in our schools? 

District 99 Blackboard 
Portal: An Example

Others:  Moodle.com

Surfyourwork.com



The New Tools of Community and 
Collaboration:  Navigating the Mediascape

“the power of all of us”

New tools connect us in new 
ways…



The New Tools:
RSS (real simple syndication)  Landmark Schools WillRich

Aggregators (bloglines.com)

Blogs (short for Web log, edugadget, Blogmeister)

Wikis (collaborative Web publishing, social construction of 
knowledge, Wikipedia, SeedWiki)

Furl.net (store Web pages)

Del.icio.us (social bookmarks)

Flickr (photo sharing) and Co-link (link collaboration)

Tags (technorati.com) (43 things)



Does the emergence, and significance, of these tools 
redefine what is meant to be information literate?

How will we use these tools to build collaborative learning 
environments for students?

How and when will we teach students these tools so that 
they are more productive, creative and innovative…?



Does understanding how to use these tools equate to 
being educated? How do these tools change how we 
work? How we access information? How we teach? How 
students learn? How do we leverage these tools to our 
advantage? How much information is too much?  Are 
these tools and capabilities important for students?  What 
type of students?  Is teaching this to kids within our 
reach? Are we reaching a new level of disconnect 
between our schools and the tools of the digital age?  
How are these tools framed within a sound pedagogical 
lesson design?  Does this further extend our vision of 
what schools are and should be?
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